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Abstract—We propose an efficient bottom-up power line com-
munication (PLC) channel simulator that exploits transmission
line theory concepts and that is able to generate statistically
representative in-home channels. We first derive from normsand
practices a statistical model of European in-home topologies. The
model describes how outlets are arranged in a topology and are
interconnected via intermediate nodes referred to as derivation
boxes. Then, we present an efficient method to compute the
channel transfer function (CTF) between any pair of outlets
belonging to a topology realization. The method is based on a
systematic remapping technique that leads to the subdivision of
the network in elementary units, and on an efficient way to
compute the unit transfer function referred to as voltage ratio
approach.

The difference from the more conventional and complex ABCD
matrix approach is also discussed. We finally show that the
simulator can be configured with a small set of parameters and
that it offers a theoretical framework to study the statistical PLC
channel properties as a function of the topology characteristics,
which is discussed in Part II of this work.

Index Terms—Power line communications, channel modeling,
in-home networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS power lines are employed not only for power
delivery but they are also becoming an attractive mean

for data transmission both in outdoor and indoor scenarios
due to their widespread presence. Since power lines have
been designed for power delivery, they are a hostile media
for communications. Latest transmission techniques, suchas
multicarrier schemes, overcome most of the criticalities,ensur-
ing communications even for channels with high attenuation
and frequency selective fading effects. The design of these
advanced communication systems requires the knowledge of
the channel characteristics and the use of a model. Although
there exist several deterministic channel simulators, very little
work has been done to develop a statistically representative
model.

Deterministic channel modeling can follow either a top-
down or a bottom-up approach. The former handles the power
line channel as a black box and returns an analytical expression
of its response by fitting results from measurements accounting
for multipath propagation in the time domain, via the so-
called “echo model” [1], [2], or in the frequency domain
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[3]. This approach allows fast channel simulations, but it
lacks strong connection with physical reality. Conversely,
the bottom-up approach yields the channel transfer function
exploiting transmission line (TL) theory under the transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) or quasi TEM propagation assumption.
It ensures strong connection with physical reality since ituses
all the topological information of the network. Both time
domain and frequency domain bottom-up approaches have
been proposed. The former exploits the multipath propagation
model and it describes all the reflection effects encountered by
the transmitted signal [4]. The latter tackles the same propa-
gation problem in the frequency domain with a calculation
method that uses the ABCD [5], [6] or the scattering matrices
[7].

Statistical PLC channel modeling is also of great importance
because it allows the design of transmission techniques and
their performance analysis. Statistical top-down channelmod-
els have been proposed in [8] where an analytical formulation
is followed, and in [9] where the results of an experimental
campaign presented in [10] are exploited. On the contrary, in
this paper we follow a bottom-up approach where the CTF
is obtained applying TL theory to realizations of a network
topology. Two main issues arise with this approach. Firstly, the
need of deriving a statistically representative topology model.
Secondly, the derivation of an efficient method to compute
the CTF since this task can be computationally intense for
complex networks. A similar approach has been presented
in [6] which however targets the American indoor scenario
satisfying the National Electric Code (NEC) wiring norms.

In this paper, we first present, in Section II, a novel
random indoor topology model that has been derived from
the observation of in-home European wiring practices and
norms. The model describes how outlets are arranged in
a topology and are interconnected via intermediate nodes
referred to as derivation boxes. Then, in Section III, we provide
an efficient CTF computation methodology that we refer to
as voltage ratio approach. It was firstly presented in [11].
Herein, we summarize the main relations and we use them,
in the Appendix, to discuss the differences with the more
common ABCD matrix method. We also describe a three p.u.l.
parameters model for the description of the power line cables.
In Section IV, we report a numerical example.

The proposed statistical PLC channel simulator is a pow-
erful tool that allows fast generation of CTFs, yet keeping
connection with physical reality. It provides a theoretical
framework to infer the channel statistical characteristics. To
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this respect, some preliminary results of the statistical analysis
have been presented in [12] while a more comprehensive study
is reported in Part II of this work [13]. Another interesting
topic is the comparison between the top-down statistical mod-
eling approach and the bottom-up approach. Some discussion
about this aspect has been reported in [14].

II. T HE TOPOLOGYMODEL AND GENERATION

ALGORITHM

The analysis of European in-home norms and wiring prac-
tices reveals that a regular and structured wiring deployment
exists, as representatively shown by the layout in Fig. 1. Two
connection levels can be usually found. The first one between
outlets of a room and the associated derivation box. The
second connection level is between the derivation boxes. These
connections use dedicated cables, according to reachability and
nearness criteria that keep into account the special role played
by the main panel connected to the energy supplier network.

Thus, the topology can be divided in area elements that
contain all the outlets connected to a derivation box and
the derivation box itself. We refer to these area elements as
“clusters”. From experimental evidences we have found that
clusters have a rectangular shape with a variable dimension
ratio, but the same area on average. These observations have
allowed us to derive the statistical topology model that we
present in the next subsection.

Fig. 1. A typical in-home topology layout showing derivation boxes and
connections with outlets.

A. Topology Layout Arrangement

We assume a certain topology areaAf and we divide it
into clusters of square shape with identical areaAc. To model
the variability of the cluster number and area we consider
Ac to be a uniform distributed random variable over a proper

interval, i.e.,Ac ∼ U(Am, AM ) , where the minimum and
maximum values are determined from experimental evidences,
e.g.,Am = 15m2, AM = 45m2. It follows that the number
of clustersNc is

Nc =

⌈

Af

Ac

⌉

, (1)

where⌈·⌉ denotes the ceiling operator.Nc is a discrete random
variable with alphabet(Nm, NM ) ⊂ N, where

Af/Am ≤ NM <
(

Af +Am

)

/Am , (2)

Af/AM ≤ Nm <
(

Af +AM

)

/AM . (3)

Its probability mass function is

PNc
(k) = FAc

(

Af/(k − 1)
)

− FAc

(

Af/k
)

=

=
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AM−Am
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Af
k−1

−Am

AM−Am
if Af < kAm

Af
k−1

−Af
k

AM−Am
otherwise

(4)

whereFAc
(·) is the cumulative distribution function ofAc.

Now, to determine the layout of clusters in the given area
we proceed as follows. We define a boolean matrix of size
r × c which represents a regular partition of the area inrc
clusters. An element equal to one or zero denotes the presence
or absence of the cluster. For example the cluster matrix

M =

[

1 1 1

1 1 0

]

corresponds to the topology layout of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of cluster arrangement and connections between root1 and
root 4.

Furthermore, we modelr as a uniformly distributed random
variable between 1 andNc, while the number of columns is
c = ⌈Nc/r⌉. Since we want a topology layout of onlyNc

clusters, whenrc > Nc, we set to one all elements in the
first r − 1 rows andc− 1 columns ofM. This is to account
for the fact that experimental evidences do not show sparse
cluster displacements. Then, we randomly set to zero some
elements in ther-th row andc-th column to obtain a total
of Nc non-zero elements. The result is a compact topology
layout formed by a kernel ofr− 1 by c− 1 clusters edged by
Nc − (r − 1)(c− 1) additional clusters.

B. Derivation Boxes and Outlets Displacement

From a graph theory perspective, the derivation box can be
referred to as “root” of the cluster, since it can be always seen
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as the top node of the tree that describes the outlet connections
inside the cluster. Usually, roots are regularly spaced andthey
are not very close to each other. In addition, it can be noted
that if two roots are very close, then they can be merged in
a unique derivation box which feeds outlets connected to the
two initial roots. In our model, the derivation boxes are placed
in the top left corner of the associated cluster. To increase
the location variability, each derivation box is shifted from
its reference corner by a bidimensional offset generated asa
pair of uniform distributed random variables defined between
0 andD = L/4, whereL denotes the cluster side length.
More in detail, if we define with(xr , yr) the bidimensional
offset w.r.t. the cluster edge corner, the final distance from
the corner isdr =

√

x2
r + y2r , dr ∈ (0, L/2

√
2). More in

general, under the assumption that the offset coordinates are
independent and uniformly distributed in the interval(0, D),
the cumulative distribution function ofdr conditioned onD
is

Fdr
(a) =

π

4D2
a2 (5)

when0 ≤ a < D, and

Fdr
(a) =

a2

2D2

(

arcsin
D

a
−arcsinU(a)

)

+

√

a2 −D2

D2
(6)

whenD ≤ a ≤
√
2D where

U(a) =

√

a2 −D2

a2
. (7)

The connection between derivation boxes (roots) is de-
termined keeping into account the special role played by
the main panel, i.e., conventionally the root of the top left
cluster associated to the elementM(1, 1). Roots are directly
connected to the main panel or to the nearest root in the
direction of the main panel. In Fig. 2, we depict all possible
connections between the roots of cluster4 and cluster1. Since
the root connections cannot be cyclic, and since we want to
satisfy the minimum distance criterion, we have devised the
following algorithm to randomly generate the connections.

Firstly, we define an extended cluster matrix as follows

M̂ =

[

0 0c

0r M

]

, (8)

where0c and0T
r are row vectors with zero elements of size

c andr, respectively. We denote the transposition with theT

apix. Then, we consider all the possible sub matricesM2 of
size 2 × 2 extracted fromM̂. For each sub matrixM2, if
M2(2, 2) is nonzero, then its root is connected to the root of
clusterM2(1, 1) if this cluster exists, otherwise it is randomly
connected to one of the roots of clustersM2(1, 2), M2(2, 1).

If M2(1, 1),M2(1, 2) andM2(2, 1) are zero, thenM2(2, 2)
is the main panel. The connections betweenM2(1, 1) and
M2(2, 2) can be done along the diagonal thus with minimum
distance, through the root on the top adjacent clusterM2(1, 2),
or through the root in the left clusterM2(2, 1). The second and
third solution are still direct connections betweenM2(1, 1)
andM2(2, 2), and they can be used if adjacent clusters exist.

The outlets are placed along the cluster perimeter according
to a Poisson arrival process. This means that the number of
outlets is a Poisson variable with alphabetA = 1, 2, . . . and
meanΛoAc that increases with the cluster area. The outlet
inter-distances are exponentially distributed, and underthe
condition of a given number of outlets, the outlets are uni-
formly distributed along the perimeter which is a reasonable
assumption. The connections with the derivation box can be
done in three different ways as sketched in Fig. 3:

• Type SD, Fig. 3(a): a Star structure that satisfies the
minimum Distance criteria,

• Type SP , Fig. 3(b): a Star topology with conductors
placed along the Perimeter,

• Type BP Fig. 3(c): a Bus topology with conductors
placed again along the Perimeter.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. The three most common connection structures betweenoutlets and
root. From left to right, case SD, SP and BP. Squared and dotted markers
represent roots and outlets, respectively.

In particular, a widely followed practice suggests to avoid
situations where connections form a closed ring around the
room. Therefore, we implement this new condition imposing
that no connections can cross the corner opposite to the
derivation box corner.

With the above model, the lengthdl of the connection
between an outlet and the derivation box is a random variable
whose statistics depend on the connection type. We now report
the probability density function (PDF) ofdl conditioned onL
and assumingdr = 0. For connections of type SD, it reads

fdl
(a) =

{

1

2L
if 0 ≤ a < L ,

a

2L
√
a2−L2

if L ≤ a <
√
2L .

(9)

When connections are of typeSP , dl is a uniform distributed
variable

fdl
(a) ∼ U(0, 2L) . (10)

In the presence of a bus topology,dl is no longer the length
of the connection between an outlet and the root, but between
an outlet and its neighbor outlet in the direction of the root.
For this latter case, the PDF is exponential and equal to

fdl
(a) =

1

2L

(

1 +
(2L− a)ΛoL

4

)

e−
ΛoLa

4 a ∈ (0, 2L) ,

(11)
Finally, the physical connection between outlets and deriva-

tion boxes can be done using cables of different type. This al-
lows the use of higher section cables for root interconnections
that are supposed to carry higher currents. In other words,
the norms on voltage drop limitations can also be taken into
account.
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C. Load Distribution

In order to fit reality as much as possible, we also consider
the contribution of loads. More in detail, from experimental
measurements, we have collected a number of loadsNl that
are representative of computer transformers, lamps, or other
appliances. These loads are randomly selected, hence the
probability to pick thek − th load from the previous set is
pl(k) = 1/Nl. Now, if we definepv as the probability that
no loads are connected to a plug, then the probabilitypl|v(k)
that thek − th load is connected to an outleto given that an
appliance is connected too is pl|v = (1 − pv)/Nl. Note that
we setpv to a certain value according to our experimental
observations.

III. C HANNEL TRANSFERFUNCTION COMPUTATION

The computation of the channel transfer function with the
bottom-up approach can be a rather computationally intense
task for complex networks as the indoor ones. It is of great
importance to use an efficient method. Thus, we propose the
approach that we have firstly described in [11], that is referred
to as voltage ratio approach. We summarize it here for the sake
of completeness and to provide all the equations that allow the
comparison with the ABCD matrix method.

For a given topology realization and a pair of outlets, the
method starts from the identification of the backbone, i.e.,the
shortest signal path between the transmitter and the receiver
nodes. Then, we remap the topology around the backbone and
we split the remapped layout into small parts referred to as
units. Each unit comprises a portion of the backbone with
homogeneous line characteristics, and eventually, a branch
connected in parallel at its input. The end units are those
associated to the transmitter and the receiver nodes.

Now, it is important to devise a fast way to remap the
topology as a function of the backbone associated to a certain
transmitter-receiver node pair. We start from the definition of
the network adjacency matrix that collects all the network lay-
out information. Then, we firstly trace back the tree layout of
the network and we find the ordered sequence of intermediate
nodes between each leave and the root of the tree. We refer
to these sequences of nodes as paths. Thus, we assign a path
to each outlet. Finally, the backbone between two outlets is
determined by the properly ordered set of unique nodes picked
from paths associated to the transmitter and receiver nodes. In
a similar way, exploiting path information, the entire network
can be remapped as branches connected to the backbone.

A. Impedance Carry-back Method

As discussed in the next sub-section, we assume a TEM
or quasi-TEM propagation mode. Then, let us consider a
line of lengthl, characteristic impedanceZC and propagation
constantγ, closed into an impedance loadZL. From TL theory
we can compute the equivalent impedanceZR seen at the line
input as follows

ZR = ZC

ZL + ZC tanh(γl)

ZC + ZL tanh(γl)
= ZC

1 + ρLe
−2γl

1− ρLe−2γl
, (12)

whereρL = (ZL−ZC)/(ZL+ZC), and where in the notation
we omit, as throughout the paper, the frequency dependence
for simplicity. This relation is useful in the analysis of com-
plex power line networks because it suggests to collapse the
branches into their equivalent impedances placed in parallel
along the backbone. Therefore, (12) can be directly used if a
branch (line segment) connects a backbone nodenb with an
outleto where a loadZL is plugged in, i.e., we carry backZL

to nb. The method can be extended to multilevel branches,
i.e., branches that feed more than one outlet. For instance,
let us consider Fig. 4(a). We first carry back to noden2 the
impedances of the loads plugged into the outletso1 and o2.
Then, we compute the equivalent impedance at noden2 as
their parallel obtaining the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4(b). We
now repeat the procedure to derive an equivalent impedance
for noden1 obtaining the circuit of Fig. 4(c). Finally, we carry
back the equivalent branch impedance to the backbone node
nb.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Three subsequent steps of the impedance carry-back method.

As noted in [11], the carry-back procedure can be sig-
nificantly simplified (in the sense that is not needed) in the
presence of long and non ideal cables, i.e., cables that showa
real component for the propagation constant. This is because
independently of the load impedance, the input impedance
goes to the cable characteristic impedance as the cable length
increases. Herein, we show that this conclusion holds true also
in the presence of multiple line sections with heterogeneous
properties. Let us consider, the simple circuit of Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. A simple branch made of two line segments with different electrical
properties and closed into a loadZL.

Applying twice the relation (12) the input impedance can
be expressed as

ZI = ZC1

1 + ρ

1− ρ
(13)

where

ρ =

(

ZC2
+ ZC1

)

ρLe
−2γ2l2 +

(

ZC2
− ZC1

)

(

ZC2
− ZC1

)

ρLe−2γ2l2 +
(

ZC2
+ ZC1

)e−2γ1l1 (14)

andρL = (ZL − ZC2
)/(ZL + ZC2

). Therefore, ifl2 goes to
infinity, ρLexp(−2γ2l2) vanishes regardless of the load value.
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Similarly, we achieve an analogous result ifl1 goes to infinity.
In the same manner, if we connect an impedanceZB at the
junction between line1 and2 we will find that its contribution
to the definition ofρ is scaled at least byexp(−2(γ1l1)). In
summary, the load does not influence the equivalent branch
impedance as long as it is connected to the backbone via long
non ideal cables.

B. Voltage Ratio Approach (VRA)

For a topology realization and a given pair of nodes the
CTF computation is obtained by firstly finding the backbone
and remapping the network topology along it, as described in
Section III.A. Then, we collapse the branches into equivalent
impedances connected to the backbone. Finally, we compute
the CTF as the insertion loss between the transmitter and
receiver nodes. Now, if we divide the backbone inN + 1
units each with an input node labeled withnb (towards the
transmitter) and output node labeled withnb−1 (towards the
receiver), the CTF can be computed as the product of the CTF
voltage ratioHb(f) = Vb−1(f)/Vb(f) of each unit, that is

H(f) =
V0(f)

VN+1(f)
=

N+1
∏

b=1

Hb(f) . (15)

whereV0(f) andVN+1(f) are the measured voltages at the
input ports of the receiver and transmitter, respectively,at
frequencyf .

Fig. 6. Elements of a unit belonging to a given backbone.

A given unit b, as depicted in Fig. 6, comprises a portion
of the backbone, with homogeneous line characteristics even-
tually with a branch connected in parallel at its input. In the
following, the notation does not explicitly show the frequency
dependence. Thus, we refer toZCb

andγb as the characteristic
impedance and the propagation coefficient of the backbone
line portion of lengthlb. In Fig. 6, we also use thick lines
to represent physical wires, while thin lines have zero-length
and are simply used to graphically represent connections. The
equivalent impedance of the branches connected to the node
nb is denoted withZBb

. By definition, the line segment of
each unit connects together two intermediate nodes of the
backbone or the last intermediate node to the loadZL, i.e.,
the input impedance of the receiver. We setx = 0 at node
nb−1 and we define the load reflection coefficient for unitb
asρLb

= (ZLb
− ZCb

)/(ZLb
+ ZCb

).
Hence, we can write the expression for the voltages at nodes

nb andnb−1 as

Vb = V
(

eγblb + ρLb
e−γblb

)

, (16)

Vb−1 = V
(

1 + ρLb

)

, (17)

respectively, whereV is a voltage coefficient that is a function
of the boundary conditions, such as the source generator
voltage value. Therefore, the unit CTF reads

Hb =
Vb−1

Vb

=
1 + ρLb

eγblb + ρLb
e−γblb

. (18)

Now, we need to compute the reflection coefficientρLb
.

When b = 1 this is a trivial task, sinceZLb
is the receiver

input impedance. Conversely, whenb > 1, ZLb
is the input

impedance of the unit of indexb − 1, and its computation
involves again the impedance carry-back method. More in
detail, to estimate the input impedance of the generic unit
b shown in Fig. 6, we carry back the load impedanceZLb

up
to the input port, according to (12). Then, we compute the
parallel of ZRb

and ZBb
and the result yieldsZIb , i.e. the

input impedance of the unitb.
It should be noted that the VRA requires to start from the

receiver side due to the implicit dependence of (18) from the
downstream input impedances.

The key aspect of the proposed method consists in splitting
the overall complex problem intoN +1 simpler subproblems
each of which comprises the computation of the insertion loss
and the input impedance of each backbone unit. Note also
that the VRA, unlike other well-known methods —such as
the ABCD matrix method— handles only scalar quantities and
this gives an advantage in terms of computational effort. The
relation to the ABCD method is discussed in the Appendix.

C. Line Parameters

Line parameters and cable models play an important role
in the computation of the channel transfer function via the
bottom-up approach. Different models have been presented in
the literature to describe different cable types, such as NYY,
NYM or VVF, e.g., in [15], [16] and [17]. These models are
widely used to describe the scenarios of countries where norms
suggest the deployment of compact cables for in-home wiring.
In compact cables both the safety ground wire and the power
supply wires, namely phase and neutral, are enclosed into
a PVC cap, so they always run closed together. This latter
feature ensures the TEM or quasi-TEM propagation. Other
layouts comprise single wires displaced in a plastic raceway.
Due to the regular structure and the small dimension of the
raceway compared to the signal wavelength, the TEM or quasi-
TEM propagation mode can still be assumed. Consequently,
we use a concentrated parameters model since the radiated
field is supposed to be a minor factor [18]. We then define the
skin depth as [19]

δ =
1√

πµfσ
, (19)

whereµ andσ are respectively the magnetic permeability and
the conductivity of the wire, whilef is the frequency. We omit
the frequency dependence for notation simplicity. We choose
the vacuum magnetic permeability equal to4π · 10−7 H/m
and the copper conductivity equal to5.8 · 107 S/m. Then,
we definer and d as the conductor radius and the distance
between conductors, respectively. Finally, we compute theper
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unit-length (p.u.l.) resistanceR as

R =
1

πσr2
whenδ >> r , (20)

R =
1

2πσrδ
whenδ << r , (21)

and the p.u.l. inductanceL as

L =
µ

π
log

(

d

r

)

+
µ

8π
whenδ >> r , (22)

L =
µ

π
log

(

d

r

)

+
1

4πr

√

µ

πσf
whenδ << r . (23)

If the two conductors are surrounded by an homogeneous
dielectric insulator, it can be demonstrated that [18]

LC = µε , (24)

that is, the product of the p.u.l. inductanceL with the p.u.l.
capacitanceC is always equal to product of the magnetic
permeability with the dielectric constant. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we neglect the presence of inhomogeneous dielectric
between the two wires, hence we exploit (24) to obtain the
p.u.l. capacitance. In particular, we assume the insulatorto
be PVC, whose relative dielectric constantεr is equal to
3.6, [4]. Hence,ε = εrε0 = 3.6 · 8.859 · 10−12 F/m. We
also neglect the p.u.l conductance contributionG, due to
the very high resistivity of the considered insulated material.
Thus, the cable model uses three p.u.l. parameters, and we
can compute the characteristic impedance and the propagation
constant respectively as

ZC =

√

R+ j2πfL

G+ j2πfC
≃

√

R + j2πfL

j2πfC
, (25)

γ =
√

j2πfC
(

R+ j2πfL
)

. (26)

IV. CHANNEL SIMULATOR

Following the proposed statistical topology model and CTF
computation method we have developed a statistical channel
simulator. The simulator uses a small set of parameters that
comprises the topology area, the minimum and maximum
cluster size, the intensity of outlets per square meter, and
the probability of having an open outlet. For simplicity, the
cable types and the set of load impedance are pre-computed
and stored in a look-up table. An example of parameters
that have been used to obtain results in good agreement with
experimental campaigns, e.g., [20], is reported in Table I.

TABLE I
SETUP OF THE CHANNEL GENERATOR PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Af (m
2) 160

Ac (m) U(15, 45)

Λo (outlets/m2) 0.5

pv 0.3

Nl 10

The simulator firstly generates a topology realization, e.g.,
the one shown in Fig. 7. The outlets and roots are represented

by dotted and squared shaped markers, respectively. Then, the
tree of the topology realization is derived (see Fig. 8). The
main panel is the root in the top left cluster and it is labeled
as node1 in the tree representation of Fig. 8. More in general,
roots are numbered walking down to columns of the cluster
matrix starting from the left. Hence, node2 is the root of the
clusterM(2, 1), and the generic noden ≤ Nc is the root of
the clusterM(n−⌊(n−1)/r⌋ ·r, ⌊(n−1)/r⌋+1), wherer is
the number of rows of the cluster matrixM. Outlets underlie
a similar numeration: ifno1 is the number of outlets of the
first cluster, then these outlets are incrementally numbered in
the tree plot fromNc+1 to Nc+no1 . In addition, inside each
cluster the outlet numeration follows the counterclockwise rule
shown in the first cluster of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Layout of the randomly generated topology. the upperleft cluster
shows the direction followed for the outlet numeration.
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Fig. 8. Tree representation of the generated layout.

We arbitrarily select two pair of outlets, and we compute
the corresponding CTF in the 1-30 MHz band with a sampling
frequency of100kHz. In Fig. 9, we show both the frequency
and impulse channel responses. The impulse response is
obtained via the inverse Fourier discrete transform (IDFT)of
the frequency response. We further smooth the CTF with a
raised cosine window.
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Fig. 9. Frequency and impulse responses of two different channels: (a)
between outlets51 and23, and (b) between outlets12 and27.

An in-depth analysis of the statistical properties of the
proposed PLC channel simulator is reported in Part II [13].
We have found a good agreement with the results from
measurements campaigns. The simulator is a powerful tool to
investigate the properties of the channel keeping connection
with physical reality. For instance, it allows inferring the
behavior as a function of the topology area, the loads, the
outlets distance and the belonging of the outlets to the same
or distinct clusters. The generation of time-variant channel
responses can also be obtained by including time-variant
loads [11]. Moreover, the simulation can be easily extended
to the case of multiple homes having nearby located and
interconnected main panels, e.g., multiple apartments in a
building, by simply connecting together through the main
panel different topology realizations. Top-down generators are
not yet able to comprehensively offer such information.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a statistical bottom-up
PLC channel generator for the indoor scenario. We have
fully described the topology generation algorithm and a fast
channel transfer function computation method. The differences
with the ABCD matrix method have also been discussed.
The simulator uses a small set of parameters an example of
which has been reported. An in-depth statistical analysis of
the simulator is carried out in the second part of this work
[13] where we show that it is a powerful tool to infer the PLC
channel statistics as a function of the topology characteristics.
It allows generating statistically representative channels in
agreement with experimental measurement campaigns.

APPENDIX A
COMPARISON WITH THEABCD MATRIX METHOD

Let us consider Fig. 10 which describes the channel back-
bone between a pair of outlets as the composition of el-
ementary units. From the definitions of Section III, a unit
comprises a backbone line segment and a branch. The latter

can always be modeled as an equivalent admittance according
to the impedance carry-back method of Section III.B. If we

Fig. 10. Structure of a backbone divided inN + 1 subunits, each of which
is described by its ABCD matrix.

know the ABCD matrix of each unitb
[

Vb

Ib

]

=

[

Ab Bb

Cb Db

][

Vb−1

Ib−1

]

(27)

we can exploit the chain rule to obtain
[

Vtx

Itx

]

=

[

VN+1

IN+1

]

=

[

AN+1 BN+1

CN+1 DN+1

]

×
[

AN BN

CN DN

]

. . .

[

A1 B1

C1 D1

][

V0

I0

]

.

(28)

However, since each unit comprises the cascade of the equiv-
alent admittance of a branch and a line segment (see also Fig.
6), we can reformulate the ABCD matrix of theb-th unit as
[

Ab Bb

Cb Db

]

=

[

1 0

YBb
1

]

×
[

cosh(γblb) ZCb
sinh(γblb)

YCb
sinh(γblb) cosh(γblb)

]

,

(29)

that is, the ABCD matrix of the admittanceYBb
= 1/ZBb

multplied by the ABCD matrix of the backbone line segment
which belongs to unitb. We also defineYCb

= 1/ZCb
as the

characteristic impedance of the line. Now, let us suppose to
know the equivalent load admittance for theb-th unit YLb

=
Ib−1/Vb−1 = 1/ZLb

. Then, from (29) the expression ofVb as
a function ofVb−1 reads

Vb =
(

cosh(γblb) + ZCb
YLb

sinh(γblb)
)

Vb−1 , (30)

where we neglect the dependance from frequency to simplify
the notation. In particular, it is worthwhile noting thatYLb

is
the receiver input admittance for the unitb = 1, and the input
admittance of the unit(b−1), otherwise. The previous equation
can be further manipulated. To this end, we first define the load
reflection coefficient for unitb as

ρLb
=

YCb
− YLb

YCb
+ YLb

. (31)

Then, we can expressYLb
as a function ofρLb

and use this new
formulation into (30) to obtain the ratio betweenVb andVb−1,
i.e., the insertion loss of theb-th unit given by (18). Therefore,
we have found the VRA core equation starting from the ABCD
matrix description of the network. To compute (18) for every
unit b, we need the load impedance of all the units. We can
exploit again the impedance carry-back method, to obtain the
input admittance of unitb as follows

YIb = YBb
+ YCb

YLb
+ YCb

tanh(γblb)

YCb
+ YLb

tanh(γblb)
= YBb

+ YRb
, (32)
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where YRb
is the equivalent load admittance obtained by

carrying backYLb
to the upstream port of unitb. Starting

from unit b = 1, we can recursively apply (32) to compute the
load impedance, and consequently the insertion loss, for each
unit b. Finally, the overall insertion loss is the product of the
individual unit insertion losses according to (15).

In conclusion, while the ABCD matrix method exploits the
chain rule to obtain an overall ABCD matrix which gathers
and merges all the information about the system, the voltage
ratio approach splits up the analysis in a certain number of
sub-units for which it computes the input admittance and the
insertion loss. The VRA can be thought as a scalar version of
the ABCD matrix method since it handles only scalar elements
which allows lowering the implementation complexity.
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